
Hi there,

Thank you for 
taking the time 
to see my ideas 
and process for 
this project 
—here’s how  
I started: BROCKHAMPTON SATURATION III 15

ALBUM # OF TRACKSARTIST



BOOGIE
ZIPPER
JOHNNY
LIQUID
CINEMA 1
STUPID
BLEACH
ALASKA
HOTTIE
CINEMA 2
SISTER/NATION
RENTAL
STAINS
CINEMA 3
TEAM

My mind immediately  
went to 
BROCKHAMPTON 
and their trilogy of 
albums that they 
released throughout 
2017: SATURATION. 

However, I just as 
quickly realized that 
this was a combined 
total of 48 tracks and 
that was just way too 
much (maybe I’ll do 
the other two albums 
another time).

TRACKLIST THOUGHTS

The titles of each 
track is generally 6 
letters each (except 
for the numbered 
skits—CINEMA 1, 
2, and 3—a two-
part track—SISTER/
NATION—and the 
final track—TEAM.

All the titles are 
also officially written 
in all caps, so I feel 
that I’ll also need to 
keep my type all caps.



The titling of the 
SATURATION trilogy 
also follows a pattern, 
and reflects the way 
that each of the 
albums are connected 
to one another 
through the number 
of letters of each 
track. The first album 
is all 4 letters, except 
the last which is 5; 
the second is all 5 
letters except the last 
which is 6; and the 
SIDENOTE

third is all 6 letters 
except the last which 
is 4, linking it back 
to the first album. 
The last song of the 
trilogy—TEAM—
also ends on a sound 
sample that’s used 
at the beginning of 
the first song of the 
trilogy—HEAT.

Not totally related, 
but interesting.



I started by listening to the full album and writing down 
some quick thoughts about the sounds and the band 
members that perform on each of the tracks.

DESCRIPTION



I still hadn’t made any 
good connections 
between the songs 
and any visuals, 
so I continued 
brainstorming, 
picking at the lyrics.
DESCRIPTION



After going through 
some tracks—mainly the 
skits, including the ones 
from the other albums—I 
started latching onto some 
visual motifs and themes. 
Everything mostly came 
down to “Summer”, and 
being a recluse, sad, and 
wanting to redeem oneself. 
I started looking at pool 
water and water in general 
to capture this. Being at the 
pool with your friends in 
summer is fun and social, 
but water also fits in with 
some religious symolism, 
being baptized; rebirth.

DESCRIPTION



I thought about some other 
options: road signs, high 
school sports/varsity fonts, 
bumper stickers. In the 
end, I felt most attached 
to the idea of distorting 
letterforms with water, 
or maybe capturing that 
feeling digitally.

I knew that I’d be 
somewhat limited because 
I wouldn’t be able to do this 
in an actual pool at a large 
scale, and at a small scale 
water tension is too high to 
get the more highly textured 
look of pool water.

DESCRIPTION





There were two main 
options I was considering 
for how I would approach 
the idea of distorting 
letterforms: the first was 
to use the same distortion 
(probably water) for all the 
tiles but use different fonts 
and/or colours, and the 
second was using different 
kinds of distortions (maybe 
emulating the shadow and 
light of tree leaves, car 
headlights, etc.) but use 
the same font and possibly 
colour.

However, once I started 
to look for different motifs 

DESCRIPTION

within the lyrics of each 
song that related to light 
and dark, I quickly realized 
that there weren’t always 
strong themes that led 
through each track. 
Especially because there are 
usually many performers 
on each song, it’s hard to 
summarize all their diverse 
verses through one person’s 
lyrics. So, I decided to just 
start exploring what I could 
do with water and type.



NOT LOVING IT

1. TRIED TO DISTORT IT IN PHOTOSHOP
2. HATED IT
3. MADE A MESS WITH THE LIQUIFY TOOL IN FRUSTRATION
4. STARTED TO MORPH SOME NEW LETTERFORMS WITH THE MESS
5. INTERESTING? BUT I DON’T KNOW IF THIS IS “IT” FOR THIS PROJECT



TOOK A BUNCH OF PICS (THERE WERE A LOT MORE 
THAN THIS, BUT HERE ARE SOME HIGHLIGHTS)



As I was taking my photos, I 
realized that the soggy papers 
also made some interesting 
distortions when crumpled.

THOUGHTS



LOOKING AT HOW IT 
LOOKS WHEN BACKLIT



SOME SCANS



SOME MORE SCANS



I began drying and 
rewetting the paper, and as 
I was doing so I realized that 
because this was printed 
with laser, the paper stayed 
damp while the letters 
resisted the water.

So, I started to blot my 
papers with a paper towel to 
pick up the letterforms.
THOUGHTS



 
The leftovers from my 
analog experiments with 
type and water.

DESCRIPTION



Finally, I brought over 
some images from these 
tests and here are the 
things I’ve made so far. I 
mostly played around with 
colours and have yet to 
tackle composition, but 
I tried exploring with an 
RGB colourspace since the 
format is digital and won’t 
be made for print.
DESCRIPTION

















Thank you!




